We examine the constraints imposed by the requirement of successful nucleosynthesis on models with one large extra hidden space dimension and a single bulk neutrino. We first use naive out of equilibrium conditions to constrain the size of the extra dimensions and the mixing between the active and the bulk neutrino. We then use the solution of the Boltzman kinetic equation for the thermal distribution of the Kaluza-Klein modes and evaluate their contribution to the energy density at the BBN epoch to constrain the same parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a great deal of interest and activity in the last two years on the possibility that there may be one or more extra space dimensions in nature which have sizes of order of a millimeter [1] . This has been driven by the realization that string theories provide a completely new way to view a multidimensional space time in terms of a brane-bulk picture, where a brane is lower dimensional space-time manifold that contains known matter and forces and the bulk consists of the brane plus the rest of space dimensions where only gravity is present. The resulting picture replaces Planck scale by the string scale as the new fundamental scale beyond the standard model. The relation between the familiar Planck scale and the string scale M * is given by the formula [1] 
such sub-millimeter size extra dimensions made these models interesting for phenomenology [2] . An added attraction was the fact that a whole new set of particles are present at the TeV scale making such theories accessible to collider tests. Furthermore since there are no high scales in the theory, there is no hierarchy problem between the weak and the Planck scale; this provided an alternative approach (resolution ?) to the familiar gauge hierarchy problem. Obviously, the picture would become much more interesting if collider experiments such as those planned at LHC or Tevatron fail to reveal any evidence for supersymmetry. Even though these models present an attractive alternative to the standard grand unification scenarios, there are two arenas where the simplest TeV string scale, large extra dimension models lead to problems: (i) one has to do with understanding neutrino masses and (ii) second is in the domain of cosmology and astrophysics.
The reason for the first is that the smallness of neutrino masses is generally thought to be understood via the seesaw mechanism [3] , the fundamental requirement of which is the existence of a scale ≥ 10 11 or 10 12 GeV, if the neutrino masses are in the sub eV range. Clearly this is a much higher scale than M * of the TeV scale models. A second problem is that if one considers only the standard model group on the brane, operators such as LHLH/M * could be induced by string theory in the low energy effective Lagrangian. For TeV scale strings this would obviously lead to unacceptable neutrino masses.
In the domain of cosmology, the problems are related to the existence of the KaluzaKlein (KK) tower of gravitons generally which lead to overclosure of the Universe unless the highest temperature of the universe is about an MeV [4] . This can not only cause potential problems with big bang nucleosynthesis but also with understanding of the origin of matter, inflation etc. There are also arguments based on SN1987A observations that require that M * ≥ 50 − 100 TeV [5] .
The neutrino mass problem was realized early on and a simple solution was proposed in ref. [6] . The suggestion was to postulate the existence of one or more gauge singlet neutrinos, ν B , in the bulk which couple to the lepton doublets in the brane. We will call this the bulk neutrino. After electroweak symmetry breaking, this coupling can lead to neutrino Dirac masses, which are of order hv wk M * /M P ℓ . This leads to m ν ≃ 10 −4 eV. The dominant nonrenormalizable terms have to be forbidden in this model. The simple way to accomplish this is to assume the existence of a global B-L symmetry in the theory. The only difficulty with this assumption is that string theories are not supposed to have any global symmetries and one has to find a way to generate an effective B-L symmetry at low energies without putting it in at the beginning.
There is an alternative scenario for neutrino masses [7, 8] , where one abandons the TeV string scale but maintains one large extra dimension and avoids the problem associated with nonrenormalizable operators. The relation in Eq. (1) then gets modified to the form
Since the string scale in these models is in the intermediate range i.e. 10 9 GeV or so, the cosmological overclosure problem is avoided. The active neutrino masses in such models could arise from seesaw mechanism or from the presence of bulk neutrinos. The inclusion of the bulk neutrino however brings in new neutrinos into the theory which can be ultralight (i.e. R −1 , where R is the size of the large extra dimension) and can play the role of the sterile neutrino, which may be required e.g. if the LSND results are confirmed.
Both the above approaches have the common feature that they introduce a bulk neutrino into the theory, which is equivalent in the brane to an infinite tower of sterile neutrinos. All of these neutrino modes mix with the active neutrinos in the process of mass generation [6, 7] . For extra dimension size of order ∼ mm, the KK modes have masses typically of order nR −1 ∼ n × 10 −3 eV or so, where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · ·. The presence of this dense tower of extra sterile states coupled to the known neutrinos leads to a variety of new effects in the domain of particle physics [9] and cosmology [10] [11] [12] , which in turn impose constraints on the allowed size of the extra dimensions. In this paper, we focus on the cosmological constraints that may arise from the contribution of the neutrino states to big bang nucleosynthesis.
The constraints from big bang nucleosynthesis on bulk neutrinos were considered in Ref. [10, 11] , where the cases of ≥ 2 extra dimensions were discussed. As it was noted there, light KK modes of the bulk neutrinos could easily be produced in the early universe, when temperature is of order an MeV or more. Thus, there is the danger that they could make large contribution to the energy density of the universe at the epoch of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and completely destroy our current, successful understanding of the primordial abundance of He 4 , D and Li 7 [13] . In particular, present abundance data from metal poor stars is well understood provided we do not have more than one extra active neutrino in the theory in addition to the three known ones i.e. (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ). By the same token, if there are extra species of neutrinos that do not have conventional weak interactions, their masses and mixings to known neutrinos must obey severe constraints [14] .
Our goal in this paper is to revisit this issue in the context of models with only one large extra dimension. The first reason for undertaking this analysis is that the class of models with intermediate string scale ∼ 10
9 Gev and one large extra dimension [7, 8] have certain theoretical advantages and they are also free of the cosmological and astrophysical problems that seem to plague the TeV scale models. Secondly, the number of KK modes in this case are much fewer than models with larger number of large extra dimensions and therefore, one would expect the constraints to be somewhat less restrictive.
We also wish to emphasize that one large extra dimension could also occur in models with string scale in the 100 TeV range, where one can satisfy the Planck-scale-string-scale relation in Eq. (1), if the compactification is not isotropic, e.g. for a string scale of 100 TeV, if two extra dimensions have sizes r ∼ GeV −1 and one has R ∼ millimeter, i.e. M 2 P ℓ = M 5 * Rr 2 . We organize this paper as follows: in sec II, we discuss the constraints of big bang nucleosynthesis on the size of the extra dimension in the presence of the bulk neutrino and the mixing of the bulk neutrino to the active one using simple out of equilibrium condition. In section III, we use Boltzman equation to study the generation of the bulk neutrinos from active neutrino interactions in the early universe and find the constraint of BBN on the same parameters as in sec. II. The numerical calculations leading to our final results are given in sec.IV. In appendix A, we explain the details of the out of equilibrium condition for the KK modes of the neutrino.
II. CONSTRAINTS FROM OUT OF EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION
The class of models, we will be interested in, are assumed to have one large extra dimension with a single bulk neutrino ν B , which means that masses of the KK modes of ν B are integer multiples of the basic scale µ ≡ R −1 ∼ 10 −3 eV. This is one of the parameters that we expect the BBN discussion to constrain. The second parameter is the mixing of the KK modes with the active brane neutrinos, e.g. ν e . It is true in both classes of models i.e. both TeV and intermediate scale type, [6, 8] that the typical mixing parameter of the active neutrino to the nth KK mode scales like θ en ≃ θ n , in the range of interest for phenomenology. The parameter θ depends on the size of the extra dimension and other parameters of the theory such as the weak scale etc. For instance, in TeV scale models [6] , one has
, whereas in the local B-L models, the relation is θ ≃
, where we have chosen M * ≃ v R . In general, therefore, BBN discussion will give a correlated constraint between µ and θ. Obviously, for θ = 0, there is no BBN constraint on µ or the size of the extra dimension.
We will also assume that the universe starts its "big bang journey" somewhere around a GeV or so and when it starts, the universe is essentially swept clean of the sterile neutrino modes. This can happen in inflation models with a low reheat temperature. We choose such a low reheat temperature essentially for reasons that in models with large extra dimensions higher temperatures would lead to closure due to production of graviton KK modes.
To see the origin of constraints, let us note that at high temperatures (i.e. T ≫ MeV's), there are two ways the KK modes of the sterile bulk neutrino can be created: (i) first, neutrino scattering and annihilations and (ii) the oscillation of the active neutrinos into the sterile KK modes. It is important to stress that in building up the oscillation, the scattering process is important, since otherwise there will be back-and-forth oscillation and no build-up of the sterile modes.
Since there is an infinite KK tower of these neutrino modes, the higher the temperature the larger the number of modes that can get created. Once these modes are created, they may decay or annihilate to produce the lighter particles (lighter neutrino modes or KK modes of the graviton etc). In general, it is reasonable to expect that this process of decay or annihilation will not be efficient enough [11] to eliminate all the KK modes. As a result, many of them will stay around at the BBN temperature and contribute to the energy density. The present understanding of the big bang nucleosynthesis [13] relies on the assumption that the total energy density at the BBN era is ρ BBN = π 2 30 g * T 4 with g * = 10.75 coming from the contribution of photon, e + e − , and the three species of neutrinos. The uncertainties in our knowledge of the He 4 , D 2 and Li 7 content of the universe allow that one could have g * ∼ 12.5 (or one extra species of neutrino). We will require that any additional contribution to ρ BBN coming from the bulk neutrinos generated at higher temperature be less than the contribution to ρ BBN equivalent to one extra species of neutrino.
The first step to ensure this would be to enforce the condition that the production rate for any singer bulk neutrino mode is less than the Hubble expansion rate of the universe between 1 GeV to MeV. This will prevent any bulk neutrino mode from equilibrium. The equilibration of any neutrino mode is unacceptable because it can contribute more than allowed energy density to the universe. Clearly this condition cannot be a completely reliable method of constraining the parameter space when there are such a large number of final states present since a small oscillation into each mode can ruin BBN results. However, we use this as a "warm up" to our final (hopefully more refined treatment) and as a basic guideline for more precise and stronger condition. We present the details of this discussion and its results in this section fully realizing that this is not going to be the "final story". Our next step to obtain constraints is to use the Boltzman equations for the time evolution of the density of the KK modes and obtain their contributions to the energy density at the BBN era and demand that this energy density is less than that of one extra species of neutrino. We will discuss this in the next section. We find it intriguing that both these methods lead to bounds which are very close to each other.
We begin with some pedagogical comments by considering one sterile mode which mixes with one of the active neutrinos and by ignoring the matter effects. We present this discussion as a way to appreciate the importance of the matter effects. In this simple case,it turns out that it is the oscillations rather than direct production in scattering that give the strongest bound [15] .
To see that direct production is not so important, note that the the production rate for the nth KK mode is roughly given by
Note that dependence on the mode number cancels out. Setting this ≤ the Hubble expansion rate , we get, for the decoupling temperature
11 GeV θ 2 . Thus below this temperature all production processes for arbitrary modes are far out of equilibrium. Thus we only have to consider ν B production through oscillations.
The transition rate to one sterile (or KK) mode from oscillation in the absence of matter effect can be estimated as follows: the oscillation is a quantum mechanical phenomenon that gets interrupted as soon as a collision takes place. The amount of time which allows a build up of the oscillation to the sterile state is therefore given by the time between the collisions τ i.e. inverse of the collision rate, W wk ≃ G wk is given by
where oscillation time
KK
. If time between collisions of the ν e , denoted by τ wk , is much less than the oscillation time, this expression is simplified and we get the production rate for the sterile KK modes
This condition i.e. τ wk ≡ G −2
2 is satisfied around 2-3 MeV for m ≤ 10 −3 eV. Below this temperature we must approximate the oscillation factor by 1/2. Staying above 3 MeV and ignoring the matter effects, we can implement the BBN constraint by requiring that the production rate for a KK mode be less than the Hubble expansion rate at a given epoch:
If a given KK mode is much lighter than an MeV, we get the bound in literature [15] that
Taking matter effects into account essentially amounts to replacing the vacuum mixing angle by the matter mixing angle θ m en given by
where z = −6.3T
k 2 for the k-th KK mode [16] . We have assumed that there is no lepton asymmetry. Clearly α(T ) is a function of temperature. Note that z is always negative. This means that there is no resonance type behavior for the mixing angle 1 , which makes the calculation more reliable. The out of equilibrium condition in the presence of matter effect is given by:
where all mass parameters are in units of GeV; µ = R −1 is the KK scale, discussed before. This condition must be satisfied for all k and within our temperature window of one MeV to one GeV. We include the detail analysis of this part in Appendix A. For θ, µ, T fixed, the equation has to be satisfied when the expression in the left hand side of the above expression is a maximum. This occurs when k = α(T ) for α(T ) ≥ 1. For α(T ) < 1, the maximum occurs when k = 1. In the first case, we get the limit,
The best bound arises when T is minimum consistent with the condition α(T ) ≥ 1 or equivalently
In the second case, we get the limit,
The best bound arises when T is maximum consistent with the condition α(T ) < 1 or equivalently
The temperature should also be within our chosen window of one MeV to GeV. This gives rise to three cases. To see the various cases, let us define the temperature
GeV . The various cases then correspond to (i) T 1 < MeV; (ii) GeV < T 1 ; (iii) MeV < T 1 ≤ GeV. The limits for various cases are found to be as follows: 
The bound of the allowed parameter space due to the out of equilibrium condition is adequately described by eq. (14) within the range of interest. We plot the result in Fig. 1 . It corresponds to the small dashed line, the right side of which is forbidden.
III. BOLTZMAN EQUATION AND BBN CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we employ the Boltzman equations to get the constraints on µ and θ. Our procedure is to calculate the distribution function for the sterile KK modes produced in the matter oscillation of ν e , including any possible depletion of their density due to decays all the way down to the BBN temperature. We then calculate their cumulative contribution to the energy density ρ at the BBN epoch and demand that this be less than the corresponding contribution of one extra species of neutrino. This is the procedure followed in [17, 11] .
To estimate this new contribution to energy density ρ BBN , we have to calculate the number of KK states produced at a given temperature. Let us denote by f k = f k (p, t), the distribution of the kth mode of the neutrino at the epoch t. The KK modes are not in equilibrium at any epoch. The time evolution of the nonequilibrium density is governed by the Boltzmann equation given below [11] [17] .
where we have neglected the contribution of the pair annihilation of the KK modes in the right hand side, since it is a very small effect. In Eq. (15), t (time), p (momentum) are the two independent variables with k, µ and sin 2 2θ fixed.
H is the instantaneous Hubble expansion rate and is clearly a function of time H(t). Γ(ν α −→ ν k ) = Γ k , the production rate of bulk neutrino, is given by (Γ/2) P (ν α −→ ν k ) where (Γ/2) = 2G F 2 T 5 is half the interaction rate of the active neutrino in the thermal bath. Taking matter effects into account, the probability P is given by
Note that we have used the averaged probability P to get rid of the momentum dependence of the production rate. We will only use this explicit form in our numerical calculation.
The averaging is not necessary for the general solution we are going to find later in this section. In the above equation, f να is thermal distribution of active neutrino ν α . τ k is the lifetime of the k-th mode in its rest frame, and 1 τ k = total decay width. For small k, the dominant contributions come from the partial width of ν k → 3ν decay which is given by
pl . We included both contributions in our total decay rate. To make the solution more general, we now let all of the functions in Eq. (15) except H(t) depend on both p and t.
The general solution of eq. (15) without knowing the form of functions introduced in the equation and C k,l = 0 is found to be
Note from Eq. (18) 
The above solution can be checked easily by the observation that
and
for any function F (p ′ p(x, t)) with no explicit dependence on t and p. The time derivative on the integration upper limit gives the first term on the right hand side of eq. (15) . While acting on the upper limit of α(x, t), it gives the second term on the right hand side of eq. (15) . The total energy density of bulk neutrino is then given by
in the continuous k approximation. In the next subsection, we discuss the numerical results that follow from the above discussion.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we calculate the total energy density of the universe at T = 1MeV from (22). We use temperature (T) instead of time in the integration and proceed in two different ways.
In the first method, we make some approximations to simplify the integral in Eq. (17) and calculate analytically as far as possible and then numerically estimate the final integrals that follow from it.
In the second method, we evaluate the entire integral in Eq. (17) numerically . The two results agree approximately with each other.
In the calculation, we use H(T ) = 1.66
and t = 0.301g ,and using the notation p instead of p ′ in the final form, Eq. (22) reduces to
where
and c = g * (x) g * (T f )
, ǫ = µ/T f . In order to simplify the calculation, we also make the following approximations.
• We assume that the effective degree of freedom g * is not affected by the density of the bulk neutrino during the production of bulk neutrino. g * is given by the standard model of cosmology and approximated by a step function as follows: g * = 61.75 from T = 1GeV to 200 MeV, g * = 17.5 from T = 200 MeV to 100 MeV, and g * = 10.75 from T = 100 MeV to 1 MeV. Here we actually approximate the degree of freedom as a step function of temperature.
• We use δm
Our δm 2 are always positive and so lepton number generated from neutrino oscillation with nonzero initial lepton number is small [19] . We can ignore the contribution of lepton number to the ν e potential in matter. This gives
c is a constant of O(1) in the step function approximation of g * . In order to use the analytical method we make some further approximations. Note that the integration in Eq. (23) is suppressed by the two exponential functions: one from the decay term (D term) e D and a second from the F term. We can therefore cut off the integration when either one of them gets smaller than e −100 . We want to extract some of the regions of α and p space in which the F term decays much faster than the D term within the parameter space of interest and so the latter can be ignored. However, it is easier to do it another way. As the contribution from the region where F < e −100 can be neglected, we have to examine only region where pα < 100 to make sure D term can be approximated to 1. This is same as finding the region where pα < 100 and both and 64k 3 µ 2 sin 2 2θ × 10 −19 less than 0.1. It is easy to see that the only region that may not satisfy the above condition is
Now we can calculate the total energy density by splitting the integration into three parts : (i) p > 1 (ii) p < 1 and α < k min (iii) p < 1 and α > k min We will include the decay term only for (iii). We also simplify our analysis by substituting F = 1 2 e −αp with a possible error of factor 2. For simplicity, we will now treat g * as a constant and so c = 1. Setting cos2θ = 1 affects only the term due to the matter effect. This is a very good approximation as long as z is negative. For cases (i) and (ii), Eq. (23) now becomes
The x integration can now be done analytically. we approximate √ 1 + p 2 with p for case (i) where p > 1 and with 1 for case (ii) where p < 1. With this simplification, the p integration can also be done analytically. For α, we can always divide it into three parts: α > 10 , 0.01 < α < 10 and α < 0.01 since k min > 10 3 . we will leave the factor A √ g * to the end of the discussion.Now we only look at the integration. The results was summarized below (i) p > 1 . For α > 10, we have 
= 10
1 2a
(ii) p < 1 and α < k min . For α > 10, we have 
For α < 0.01 we have 1 36
0.01
This is a very small number which can be neglected.
(iii) In this region, the decay term have to be included. However, we can remove the p dependent by setting p = 1 in the function K(x, p), defined above. The matter effect can also be neglected as k min > 500. After the p integration, with the fact that e −k min ≤ 1 we have the upper bound
In the above equation, α and β are coefficients dependent on k min . One of them is 0.1 and the other ≤ 0.1 by the definition of k min . We also use k = k min in the result of the p integration. For the upper bound, we can just take either the α or the β term whichever have the value of 0.1. this gives , 0.1K(x, 1))
both give numerically order of 10 8 . Our result from other parts give about 10 10 . This part contributes only a few percent of the total. We can use the upper bound 4.6 × 10 8 . The total energy density of bulk neutrinos is the sum of all above , which is found to be
Compared to the ν e equilibrium energy density at T = 1MeV which is 2.824 × 10 −13 (GeV ) 4 , the constraint that effective neutrino degree of freedom should be less than one, gives the constraint on the parameter space µ eV 0.936
We also numerically integrate e.q (22) without making any simplification except the step function g * and the positive δm 2 . Both results from the Boltzman equation and the out of equilibrium condition are shown in Fig.1 .The extra effective degree of freedom equal to 1 is shown in Fig. 1 
for µ ≤ 1eV . We note that the bounds derived in both ways i.e. out of equilibrium condition and Boltzman equation are very similar.
In Fig. 2 , we give the contributions of individual modes to the total energy density as a function of the mode number for sin 2 2θ = 10 −4 and for a range of values for R −1 ≡ µ from 
10
−6 eV to 10 4 eV in increasing steps of 10 2 eV. The total contribution is the integral over each line for a given µ.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the constraints of big bang nucleosynthesis on the models with one large extra dimensions and a single bulk neutrino. We find that these bounds allow a range of radius of extra dimension and mixing of bulk to active neutrinos that is of interest for studying solar neutrino oscillations [8] . Our results complement the work of Abazajian, Fuller and Patel [11] who have derived bounds for the case four, five and six extra dimensions. We find it intriguing that the bounds obtained from the naive and crude "out of equilibrium" conditions (given in Eq. (14) ) are so similar to the ones obtained from more detailed considerations based on the density matrix equations.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix, we give details of the out of equilibrium condition used in section II to get the bounds on µ 2 and mixing θ. Let us first recall that the out of equilibrium condition is given by:
where all masses are in GeV units and
Putting in the numerical value of M pl and G F we get
This condition must be satisfied for all k and within our temperature window of an MeV to one GeV. For θ, µ, T fixed, if the inequality is satisfied when the expression in the left hand side is a maximum, clearly it is then always satisfied. The k dependent part is given by 
Here α is independent on k. In this expression, sin 2 (66.07y) oscillates so fast that in calculating the maximum, we can set sin 2 (66.07y) = 1 and finding the maximum of
The maximum is found at y = 1. y = 1 implies k = √ α. Because k must be positive integer, we should choose k equal to the closest integer of √ α if α ≥ 1. For α < 1, since y ≥ 1c and it is easy to see that the maximum occurs at the minimum of y, k = 1 is the maximum point. It is worth noting that, the condition have to be satisfied within a range of temperature (and so a continuous range of α).Although at some temperature with a well chosen µ, the constraint can be weaker than those we use, small range of temperature of MeV will cover the period of sin 2 (66.07y). So the constraint will be that obtained just by setting sin 2 (66.07y) = 1. Now we discuss the two different cases separately. 
(ii) For α < 1 ⇒ T < ( 
(ii)MeV < T 1 < GeV We have to use eq.(50) for T ∈ (T 1 , GeV ) and use eq.(51) for T ∈ (MeV, T 1 ) with T = T 1 for both cases. This gives respectively µ sin 2 2θ < 2.322 × 10 −3 eV
and µ sin 2 2θ < 5.804 × 10 −4 eV
It is easy to see that even without the approximation that α ≤ 1, the second equation can go up as high as 1.78 × 10 −3 eV when T 1 > 1.2MeV . It is still more stringent than the first.We use the second equation with √ g = 5. This will at most give another factor (1.5) ± which depend on µ. 
Note that we have omitted the change of the δm 2 due to the matter effect which will only increase the δm 2 as our z is always negative. Increasing δm 2 will increase the frequency the the oscillation term sin 2 (66.07y) and make it easier to be set to 1.
